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BIG Question of Social Science

Why are some countries rich and (most) others poor?



Variable economic performance affects human development

Whether a country is rich or poor greatly impacts poverty and
inequality, public health, and many other developmental outcomes.



Our answers to the BIG question are limited

I Scholars and policymakers claim that “institutions” matter.
I Rule-based governance
I Formal institutions of limited government

I But the conventional wisdom is oftentimes ineffective

I Institutions don’t always work or work differently
I Sometimes the lack of prescribed institutions produces good

results (China)



The developing world appears to be relational

I The study of international development has established the
high impact of pervasive informal institutions.

I Not sure what these are exactly, but entail various types of
relations such as:

I social interactions
I social relations
I political connections
I non-programmatic policies





It’s now common to prescribe relational solutions

I Constructive: ”Social capital,” public-private partnerships, etc.

I Destructive: mitigate clientelism, corruption, etc.





Uneven Internet Population and Penetration → Less Data



How to jump start a network science of international
development

I Multiple challenges:
I Highly interdisciplinary → Lack of common descriptive

framework and methodological standards
I Theoretical confusion about the role of networks
I Very limited relational data

I Two-pronged technological solution with two guiding
principles:

I Don’t reinvent the wheel: extract existing knowledge
I Make it easy to do network analysis proper: provide an

ontological framework to identify networks



Corpus: sample books



Corpus: sample articles





What is an ontology?

I “Ontologies are content theories about the sorts of objects,
properties of objects, and relations between objects in a
specified domain of knowledge.” (Chandrasekaran and
Benjamins 1999).

I Basically, an ontology is a “list of classes” to define objects in
a given domain (Noy and McGuinness 2005).

I We are developing three related (sub-)ontologies:
I networks
I developmental outcomes
I research studies (corpus)





Computational Linguistics Solutions
Q: How can we go from text ...

Policy actors seek network contacts to improve individual
payoffs in the institutional collective action dilemmas
endemic to fragmented policy arenas. The risk hypothesis
argues that actors seek bridging relationships
(well-connected, popular partners that maximize their
access to information) when cooperation involves low
risks, but seek bonding relationships (transitive,
reciprocal relationships that maximize credibility) when
risks of defection increase. We test this hypothesis in
newly developing policy arenas expected to favor
relationships that resolve low-risk dilemmas. . . .

to ontological terms?

I self-organizing network

I game-theoretic partner selection,
. . .

A: Natural Language Processing (NLP)!



Natural Language Processing

Natural Language Processing (NLP): “The goal of this . . . field is
to get computers to perform useful tasks involving human
language” (Jurafsky & Martin 2009, p. 1)

Applications include:

I conversational agents / dialogue systems

I machine translation

I question answering

I information extraction

I ...

What challenges does our task have for extracting structured
information from unstructured data?



Challenges for NLP
Diversity of Data

The data covers a range of topics, written in different styles, from
various academic fields, e.g.,

I Fowler & Jeon 2008: networks covering appellate courts,

I Collins 2001: Turkic, Persian, and Slavic ethnonational
divisions

This leads to needing to spot important but low-frequency terms:

I “group members obtain ... information about ... the
reputation, indebtedness and wealth of the applicant”
(Atieno 2001)



Challenges for NLP
Ambiguity

Context-dependent definitions of networks & properties

I “. . . one question that arises is the extent to which credit can
be offered to the rural poor to facilitate their taking
advantage of the developing entrepreneurial activities.”
(Atieno 2001)

I may indicate a network, but only if the supply of credit is
contingent upon personal relations

I association may indicate people-to-people,
people-to-organization, or
organization-to-organization networks



Challenges for NLP
Shifting Reference

Each document may reference several networks, shifting between
them

“There are a number of credit institutions that support
small and microenterprise activities in the study region.
. . . These include commercial banks, development finance
institutions, NGOs, and rural credit organizations like
SACCOs and ROSCAs. There are also a number of
financial transactions taking place
outside these institutions, like those between relatives
and friends, traders, and welfare groups.” (Atieno
2001)

I shifts from organization-to-organization to a
people-to-people network



Challenges for NLP
Extracting Network Features

Association between network mentions and its features may be
spread far apart

I “Each judicial citation contained in an opinion is essentially
a latent judgment about the case cited. ... We use the
complete network of citations in all 30,288 majority opinions
contained in the U.S. Reports from 1754 to 2002”

I The network is of judicial citations



Solutions

Despite these challenges, NLP tools are good at giving us
information from well-edited text

We currently have three components to our processing:

I Dependency parsing
I To know, e.g., which features are truly connected to a network

I Relation & event extraction (not discussed today)
I Re-use existing tools to determine who did what to whom

I Keyword filtering
I Isolate linguistic structures that are relevant



Solutions
Keywords

Start by identifying a controlled set of vocabulary

I network, system, actor, etc.

I We will use these to filter out our linguistic information (next
slide)

Next step: use a small set of initial seed terms and patterns to
identify domain- or article-specific terms



Solutions
Dependency Parsing

Parsers give some indication of who did what to whom

I Fairly fast & accurate for well-edited text

The start of a parse (from the Stanford Parser):

ROOT The risk hypothesis argues that actors seek bridging relationships ...

det

nn nsubj

root

mark

nsubj

ccomp

xcomp dobj

Even with some automatic error, note some things we can extract:

I seek(actors,bridging)

I relation between bridging and relationships



Solutions
Network features

By looking at what modifies a given keyword, we can extract
various properties, e.g., for these keywords:

I network:
I self-organizing
I policy

I actor:
I policy
I popular

I relationship:
I partners
I bonding
I transitive
I reciprocal



Solutions
Basic relations

Ruling out relations which are never relevant:

I network: none
I actor:

I seek(actors, bridging)
I select(actors,partners)
I seek(X, actors, [as] partners)
I seek(actors, supportive [relationships])
I trust(actors, partners)

I relationship:
I maximize(relationship, credibility)
I resolve(relationship, dilemma)
I supportive(relationship, project)
I seek(cooperation, relationship)

Next step: use document structure & other information within a
section/paragraph to gain confidence in terms being relevant

I Also: move from sentence-level to document-level
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